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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Comprehensive Plan Update* is a reflection of community sentiments, aspirations, goals, objectives, and
vision for Argyle’s incorporated land area and its associated Extra-Territorial Jurisdiction. In the summer of 2017,
The Town Council appointed a steering committee made up of appointed council members and P&Z members to
review the assumptions in the 2009 Comprehensive Plan. The steering committee worked through the summer
and fall on a major rewrite of the Plan and presented the findings for public input in November of 2017 with an
anticipated adoption date in early 2018. The policy goal of this 2018 re-write of the Plan was primarily to reduce
residential density in Argyle in order to preserve the rural character of the community, but significant time was
also spent reviewing the land use assumptions surrounding retail and commercial properties along the I-35
corridor.
The citizens of Argyle desire to preserve and creatively extend a physical image of Argyle that identifies its rural
heritage and life style. Therefore, the Comprehensive Plan Update preserves the existing Form Based Code
development in order to continue to provide visual continuity and definition in the commercial areas.
The Comprehensive Plan Update is a guide and should not be construed as a rigid code. The Plan is an ongoing
process that will, in time, necessitate another reassessment and update.
*Comprehensive Plan amended November 2017. Some original Comprehensive Plan text preserved herein as
provided by MESA in 2009 Comprehensive Plan Update.
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INTRODUCTION
This Introduction to the Comprehensive Plan Update includes information on the history of Argyle and the
background and context leading to the need for this Update. After each section of information, a summary
statement of the problem or concern is presented. A Therefore statement follows as a targeted and direct
approach to addressing and solving the problem raised. In this way, a clear pattern between problem and solution
is established, while maintaining a close connection to the concerns raised by Argyle residents. Therefore
statements become some of the guiding principles that direct the Comprehensive Plan Update.
HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT IN ARGYLE
Argyle is situated in southwest Denton County, Texas, on a series of alternating ridges and creek watersheds. This
landscape form has shaped development in Argyle since the beginning of its settlement in the 1850s, when early
settlers began to raise cattle in the area. The community added a post office, school, and church in the following
decades. The Texas and Pacific Railroad, which came to Argyle in 1881, constructed its rail line adjacent to a creek
running from north to south to take advantage of the flat constant grade along the banks. As a result, the natural
system of the creek watershed gave form to the linear railroad corridor, and subsequent commercial and
residential development was also shaped by the linear drainage areas and transportation lines. By the end of the
nineteenth century, Argyle had a business district, including a bank, supply stores, and a hotel, to serve the
commercial trade brought by the railroad. Local products distributed via railroad included wheat, oats, cotton,
and other agricultural products. Later, as the automobile gained importance, a road connecting Argyle with
Denton to the north and Fort Worth to the south (which today is US Highway 377, hereinafter known as US 377)
followed the alignment of the railroad and creek, and small commercial establishments and residential uses lined
the roadway through Argyle. The ease of construction on the level land along the creek served as an incentive for
development to follow the natural pattern of the drainage area, which had been reinforced by the connectivity
and value brought by the railroad and highway.
From the beginning of its settlement, Argyle was characterized by agricultural land uses and a linear transportation
corridor used to ship goods produced on the individual farms to market. Economic value and identification of
Argyle as a community was based on the production from individual lots and their individual owners. Rural lot
lines dictated the alignment of new roadways; since lot line alignments were irregular and lacked a central
organization, the roads that followed the lines were also irregular. An identity of individualism contributed to a
civic reality still present in Argyle today. The rural structure does not provide a town center and has shaped the
Town of Argyle as a city of jurisdiction, not of a particular civic spatial form or identity. This reality, built over time
by ownership patterns, the landscape of the town, and the lack of town identity, presents a significant challenge
for Argyle.
Commercial development is limited to linear service corridors, and because rural lot characteristics have shaped
roadway development, clear gateways and cues to announce arrival to Argyle are lacking.
Therefore, develop a street system determined not by lot lines but by economic conditions, which will enable
increased value capture and provide a sense of arrival and civic identity for Argyle.
US 377, built on the flat constant grade next to the railroad, has historically served as the backbone of the Town
of Argyle, though structures and functions along the road are not spatially arranged to form a destination. As the
oldest corridor in Town, educational, civic, and commercial land uses are located along the edge of the road,
including Argyle High and Middle School. Older housing stock is also grouped in this corridor. The road grew out
of pre-existing natural and rail corridor forms, and as such follows a pattern established by the natural drainage
system. Growth along the north-to-south alignment of US 377 responded to the importance of transportation
connections to Denton and Fort Worth.
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The established development along US 377 has been joined by a new pattern, one that also responds to the
importance of connectivity to the surrounding area. The principal east-to-west corridor, Farm-to-Market 407 (FM
407), is now becoming more important in that it provides access to Flower Mound and neighboring communities
to the east and to Interstate 35W (I-35W) to the west.
FM 407 and US 377 are alike in their patterns of use: both are regional roadways used to go somewhere else,
outside Argyle. Most of the automobile traffic and the consumer expenditures carried with it are moving to other
destinations. There is a need to establish a local system of streets that lead to destinations within Argyle. The
intersection of US 377 and FM 407 is the crossroads of the principal north-south and east-west corridors in Argyle.
The parallel alignments of the floodplain, railroad, and highway generate tight geometries of land for
development. Any future commercial and mixed-use developments would require specific lot sizes in order to
accommodate vehicle access, parking, and appropriate building footprints. Currently, lot dimensions are limited
by the geometry of the narrow transportation corridor.
Existing regional thoroughfares deliver traffic and consumers to other communities, and roadside lot geometries
limit commercial development options.
Therefore, enhance Argyle’s transportation network with a local road system and lots suitable for commercial
development.
Much of Argyle is characterized by linear elements running from north to south. In the west, I-35W forms a strong
edge to the Town, and adjacent to the Interstate is a ridgeline defining the border of the Cross Timbers ecological
region. Farther to the east is the overlay of creek, railroad, and roadway at US 377. Existing limitations of lot size
along US 377 and FM 407 will serve to direct new commercial development of significant scale towards I-35W. If
limitations on new commercial development along interior thoroughfares in Argyle are not resolved, I-35W will
likely become the Main Street of the community for new commercial development. In this scenario, the
development on land bordering I-35W will have a regional flavor and lack a sense of place belonging to Argyle. If
I-35W becomes the new anchor of commerce in Argyle, the rest of Town will be separated from the new district
by a ridge and the rear building facades of regional-scaled commercial development. Commercial development
must become an east-west phenomenon in Argyle, and not be limited to a north-south distribution only.
Current conditions favor future development of commercial uses primarily along I-35W in Argyle.
THEREFORE, provide conditions that attract new development to interior thoroughfares, establishing
commercial uses on east-west and north-south axes.
ARGYLE’S IDENTITY
The Town of Argyle has long been small and autonomous, and its citizens are proud and protective of their rural
lifestyle. Argyle developed as a linear band of commercial and civic uses in a surrounding field of rural agricultural
land, and the identity of Argyle as a place was limited to a grouping of private households rather than as a central
gathering area or zone of interaction. Lot size and scale varied, but each unit was an independent entity, which
limited a sense of collective identity and desire to address issues of shared concern in Argyle. The community
lacked a traditional street grid and Town center, and self-identified as more of a ranch landscape than a Town,
and this perception is still present today.
A rural community primarily seeks to preserve the private realm of individuals, while a town is oriented toward
economic goals that will serve to support town services. In the face of growth, continuing Argyle’s current course
will not serve the Town in the present or future, because the existing built environment and Town infrastructure
will not support the inevitable growth that will be seen in both Argyle and the surrounding region.
Past civic decisions in Argyle, based on individualistic values, have not positioned the Town to benefit from regional
growth; continuation of an individualistic direction will not address new issues brought by future growth.
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THEREFORE, create a plan for the community that directs growth to benefit the municipality and collective
interests of Argyle, while maintaining autonomy to those seeking preservation of private concerns.
STREETS AS DETERMINANTS OF FORM AND VALUE
Argyle’s road system forms part of a regional network carrying automobile traffic that passes through Town on
the way to external destinations. Due to a pattern of incremental rural developments in which individual decisions
were made without a collective planning vision, the transportation routes in Argyle are not differentiated in a
spatial sense. Development along entry corridors in Argyle is organized at the level of each individual lot, and not
at a district level in order to provide a consistent visual character to motorists entering Argyle. There is a lack of
hierarchy, meaning that there is little sense of arrival, destination, or departure, since the entire corridor is
structured in the same way.
Argyle’s linear commercial district should be aggregated, and the community should define the place, instead of
being defined by the road, as is currently true. If automobile traffic is directed to commercial destinations within
Argyle, and not only to regional destinations outside Argyle, the potential for economic value capture is greatly
increased. Streets that serve internal destinations would provide a shift from the opportunistic movement of
transitory vehicular corridors to a movement within an internal system that would benefit the Town of Argyle.
This would allow for value differentiation in an active community, provide for a change from isolation and dispersal
to a new expression of the Town in public spaces, and change the dominance of the linear corridors of US 377 and
FM 407. Argyle would have a tangible sense of arrival and destination, and the community would be defined more
by a distinctive physical form than by a jurisdictional boundary.
Argyle’s road network does not provide a sense of arrival or destination to motorists, and the entry corridors are
not spatially defined as an organized district.
THEREFORE, change the entry experience to one of sequential structure and defined hierarchy, so that a visitor
or resident is aware of the threshold of arrival, a sense of central destination, and a point of departure
complementary to the arrival.
PRESERVATION OF RURAL VIEWS AND NATURAL FEATURES
New structural patterns of development on ridges and in an east-west orientation are challenging the established
form of north-south development and open views to ridges and creeks. Growth in the FM 407 corridor is shaped
by connectivity to I-35W and expanding municipalities to the east. New development patterns in this corridor do
not follow natural system alignments, which promise to change the visual experience of the rural landscape in
Argyle. Without a plan for shaping the character and form of new development, growth along FM 407 impacts
Argyle in two important ways. First, open views to a landscape of rural character are threatened; second, creeks
could be affected, with implications for their valuable functions as wildlife habitat and floodplains.
The results of a visual preference survey of Argyle residents indicate that transparency and views to the rural
landscape are highly valued. Views of the landscape along FM 407 are a good example of these qualities. Housing
stock in this area is new and of high value, and the lots also tend to be larger. Rural fencing styles allow open views
to the landscape and natural context along the road. This openness and transparency on the ground plane,
essential to the idealized rural identity of Argyle, will not be preserved if the development that occurs along FM
407 is of a standard suburban nature. With privacy fences and other physical expressions of suburbia, the
landscape would change from a rural flavor to a suburban one. The character of higher elevations in Argyle, visible
through short and open rural fencing styles, would be threatened by suburban-style development on ridges.
Privacy fences, higher and not visually transparent, would permanently change the visual character from a rural
to a suburban quality, regardless of lot size.
The rural landscape cherished by residents of Argyle would be threatened by traditional suburban development.
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THEREFORE, preserve openness and transparency of this rural character through designation of distinct rural
corridors and commercial development corridors.
Development pressure in Argyle and surrounding communities is driven in part by the growing regional population
and demand for a house in a rural setting. The top of a ridge is where the rural identity is most visible and therefore
feels the greatest development pressure. Development on top of ridges costs less than in lower areas, such as
along the corridor near US 377. On a ridge or mound, clay soils can be avoided, which simplifies construction
design and execution. Production builders can draw lot lines without offsets and achieve a higher level of
efficiency.
Hilltops embody the rural character and are also attractive to production builders for suburban home development.
THEREFORE, target density for lower elevations, since hilltops can be preserved if development is clustered at
lower elevations.
The natural systems of Argyle, specifically the ridges and creeks between them, have been avoided by
development for the most part. Land adjacent to creeks is largely held by small landowners, not by ranches;
without protection, the creeks could be threatened by land use decisions made by individual small landowners.
The undisturbed ridges and creeks provide efficient and valuable stormwater management to Argyle that would
be expensive to replicate through engineering and traditional stormwater management practices. Rural roads take
unusual turns due to their alignment on old lot lines and ignore the natural features of creeks and ridges. These
rural roads also set a pattern of low-density development that does not incorporate considerations of impact on
natural systems on a scale larger than the building site on a lot.
Creeks and floodways provide a natural amenity and stormwater function for Argyle.
THEREFORE, value and protect these systems as growth moves into the region.
PUBLIC OWNERSHIP OF LAND
Although the viewsheds are critical to preserving the image and experience of the Argyle community, public access
is also important. Argyle currently has no system of parks, trails, or public open spaces. A viable parks system can
contribute to a holistic vision for viewshed protection (mentioned above) while also providing public recreation
and ensuring the preservation of natural resources for perpetuity. A system-wide/ city-wide approach can also
serve a greater benefit to preservation of intact parcels rather than random scattered pockets. These multiple
initiatives make a parks plan an important step in achieving a variety of the greater goals for the Argyle community.
Without a park system in place, open spaces are left in the hand of private ownership and may not provide full
public access to the resource. A central plan examines all goals when determining the strategic issues associated
with park acquisition, including viewshed, recreational, and preservation agendas.
THEREFORE, a park plan for the Town of Argyle will provide a vision to accomplish a variety of community goals
by a Town sponsored vision for public open space.
LIMITS OF CURRENT INFRASTRUCTURE
Argyle is fortunate to be located in a growing region, with transportation connectivity to adjacent communities
that produces significant volumes of vehicular traffic moving through town. Traffic drives the value of potential
commercial developments and allows economic value capture for Argyle. However, if the dependence on regional
roadways continues as growth intensifies and impacts Argyle, serious limitations will become apparent. As more
intense development arrives along the roadways to serve a growing regional population, the lots behind the
roadside development will become landlocked by new commercial uses developed on the roadways.
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Another limitation of Argyle’s dependence on regional roadway corridors is that new growth is both dependent
on and a burden to those roads. If the current condition of dependence on FM 407 and US 377 continues, the
volume demanded by future growth in Argyle will account for all roadway capacity.
Dependence on existing regional roadways is not a sustainable strategy for the future of Argyle.
THEREFORE, create an expanded local thoroughfare system, planned and scaled to the needs and character of
Argyle, which is not dependent on US 377 and FM 407.
NEED FOR A PARKS PLAN
Projected growth in Argyle and the surrounding region will reveal weaknesses inherent in a community that does
not provide park, trails, or open space facilities to its population. Developers and business owners see these types
of facilities as important amenities and regard them as a signal of the municipality’s quality of life. Current and
new residents are likely to request public open spaces as part of the services provided in exchange for paying
municipal property taxes.
Increases in the number of residents in Argyle will also place pressure on the current practice of using school and
church facilities for recreation and public open space.
Without a parks plan in place, Argyle will likely experience reduced marketability, increased pressures on existing
facilities, and demands from residents for open space amenities.
THEREFORE, create a balanced and legible system of park and trail amenities that enhance the image and
lifestyle goals of the community.
FLEXIBILITY IS IMPORTANT
A small town often lacks the capacity to acquire, manage, and maintain open space facilities due to lack of staff
and funding for these activities. As a town grows, it can be difficult to phase and implement resident desires for
additional open space amenities. The growth and development pressures in Argyle’s future provide both
challenges and opportunities. Managing a new parks system will add to the other new services Argyle must
provide, but such a time of transition can be an ideal time to acquire land for parks, trails, and public open spaces.
Flexibility is important as it allows the market and opportunity to drive acquisition. Requiring developers to
contribute to the parks system, either through land or financial donations, and creating a park acquisition strategy
that is triggered by the transition of land ownership from one party to another are two ways in which growth can
positively contribute to a parks system.
Implementation of a parks plan is both an opportunity and a challenge for Argyle. The vision must be flexible in
order to allow the Town to respond to market conditions as parcels come available for acquisition.
THEREFORE, ensure that the Argyle Parks and Trails Plan provides a flexible strategy for acquisition,
construction, and operations while also responding to the community demand for facilities.
CONNECTIVITY AND COMPATIBILITY
New development in Argyle will likely take place in various locations over time, and maintaining a sense of
connection and cohesion between new developments and existing fabric will be important. The provision of public
open spaces in new developments and of trails linking the community can help achieve this goal. A hierarchy of
trails and users can be tailored for the different areas within Argyle in order to both make areas unique and to
integrate them into the whole. The plan should support value creation initiatives in appropriate locations to drive
development rather than respond to it. Particular trails and types of open spaces must be coordinated with land
use and development patterns to ensure a continuity of experience.
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Parks and trails have the potential to be unifying elements in the fabric and character of Argyle, enhancing land
values and contributing to the experience of the Town fabric.
THEREFORE, the Parks and Trails Plan should provide connectivity and public open space options in conjunction
with the Land Use Plan.
CONCLUSION
The collection of observations, citizen goals, and contextual data contained within the Therefore statements
provides a preliminary picture of the challenges and opportunities currently present in Argyle. As the Town seeks
to respond to increasing regional growth pressures, there are manifestations of Argyle’s history, such as rural
roadways and lot geometries, which must be modified in order to allow beneficial development. The rural
character and small-town charm of Argyle make it a desirable place to live, but lack of services, such as public
open spaces, is detrimental to marketability. Overall, the desirability of Argyle, coupled with high growth
pressures, will either take the community by surprise with piecemeal development or can allow the Town to
demand and direct high-quality development that will increase the quality of life enjoyed by Argyle residents. This
Comprehensive Plan Update is designed to provide a menu of choices and kit of graphics to guide development,
create a system of parks and trails, and effect positive change in Argyle.
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POPULATION AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
The rural character of Argyle, valued by its residents and visitors, shapes the demographics and population
analysis, which in turn shapes the economic analysis for Argyle’s Comprehensive Plan Update.
POPULATION PROJECTIONS
At the time of the 2010 U.S. Census, Argyle’s population was 3,282. The 2010 U.S. Census provides a snapshot of
the socioeconomic conditions in the Town. Of the 3,282 people living in Argyle in 2010, 96% were white. The most
prevalent ages in the Town were from 5 to 17 years old and from 18 to 64 years old, suggesting that the Town is
composed of many families with children. The median household income in Argyle at the time of the census was
$108,190.
It is predicted that the region around Argyle will grow at a rate of 7.5% over the next 20 years. If Argyle experiences
this rate of growth, it will reach a population of approximately 30,000 residents by 2037.
Argyle and the surrounding area are certain to face substantial population growth pressure.
COST OF GOVERNANCE
Quality of life in a municipality is measured in many ways. In order to establish a financial snapshot of the current
level of service, total general fund spending is divided by population to reach a cost of service per capita which is
calculated by dividing government expenditures by the total population. This reveals the amount of money the
government spends on service provision to residents, including services such as street maintenance, general
government services, building inspection and police. Currently there are 1,034 households in the Town of Argyle.
Assuming an average household size of 3.3 persons/household, the current Town population stands at
approximately 4,303 persons. Fiscal year 2017 total approved budgeted expenditures were $3,621,351. With a
population of 4,303, the per capita cost for service is approximately $841 per year. With increased growth, Argyle
will need to spend more on these services to maintain current levels and will need to spend even more to improve
service provision. In 2017, the cost of service is borne primarily by residential customers living in single-family
homes. In order to provide enough ad valorem tax revenue to cover the current cost per capita, a newly built
single-family home needs to reflect an average value of $698,188. In order to reduce the proportionate service
burden to non-residential property owners, substantial commercial growth will need to occur.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
The Comprehensive Plan is intended to encourage commercial and retail development that will ultimately reduce
the proportionate burden of ad valorem taxes paid by residential customers. Comprehensive Plan changes made
in 2017 reduced overall residential development allowed in both residential and commercial areas. By reducing
residential density, it is anticipated that the demand for additional services will be reduced and higher valued
homes will be constructed in the lower density areas. It will not, however, generate enough funds for major bond
improvements aimed at relieving traffic or repairing roads. Those improvements (if pursued) will have to be
supported by higher taxes or waiting for additional commercial and retail projects to come to fruition. The graphic
below illustrates the 2017 breakdown of residential to commercial value that generates ad valorem taxes for the
Town.
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It is difficult to quantify financial impact of changes to a comprehensive plan. In general, as growth slows, the
demand for additional services slows as well, albeit not proportionally. Argyle will have to wait until the
commercial market along the North I35W corridor matures before substantial sales tax can be expected to help
reduce the reliance on residential ad valorem property tax revenue. The Town has concluded that the residential
growth of Argyle within its corporate 11 square miles is not particularly material to the overall timing of the
roughly 80 square miles that make up the commercial and retail core of the north I-35W corridor. That means that
the residential growth of Argyle cannot be considered a critical variable to the growth of the I-35W Corridor and
the ultimate marketability of commercial and retail properties along I-35W. The reduction in residential density
contemplated in the 2017 Comp Plan update is not going to have significant negative financial consequences to
the Town as long as the residential growth continues to reflect ad valorem values that do not produce enough ad
valorem revenue to pay for the existing level of service. It also means that significant bond projects to widen and
improve roadways or other significant improvements to the current level of service are going to have to wait until
the I-35W corridor begins to add new tax revenue to the Town if increases in ad valorem property taxes are to be
avoided.
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LAND USE ANALYSIS
LAND USE
This section examines how regional growth pressures currently – and in the future – will impact Argyle’s existing
land use. Commercial and residential land uses are analyzed in light of these growth pressures, and how the types
and arrangements of land uses can be used to manage and benefit from growth. Finally, Argyle’s park system is
examined including the current land use plan and future potential of parks and open space.
Growth Pressures
The first issue related to growth pressures is the high population projections that have been made for Argyle and
its surrounding region. Symptoms of the population growth, some of which are already being felt in Argyle, are
the high growth rate of communities adjacent to Argyle and stronger development pressure. These pressures are,
in part, a result of the desire of large numbers of people to live near or in rural environments or to access what
are perceived to be superior schools. Unfortunately, this desire for rural living threatens to destroy the rural
environment people seek. Solutions to this issue must seek to control the effects of increased population through
land use patterns.
In the future, adjacent growth and a higher need for conventional city services that provide a desired quality of
life will necessitate greater tax revenue. Solutions therefore must focus on creating a climate for commercial
development, in large part through the land use plan. Regional traffic, projected to increase greatly, must be
captured, and a variety of commercial uses must be allowed through Argyle’s Land Use Plan. This will enable
Argyle to create commercial centers that are linked through the thoroughfare system and appropriate in location
and scale to Argyle.
Commercial Land Uses
The 2017 Comp Plan amendment protects the commercial land uses along SH 377 contemplated in the 2009 plan.
Corridors that are today residential in nature have largely been restored to residential status in the future with
the exception of the major intersections. In the 2017 update, large rural residential lots are restored along many
of the east west corridors that in the 2009 update were designed to be smaller commercial footprints that would
only have accommodates neighborhood commercial strip center type uses which the town chose to remove.
A significant commercial development challenge is the current state of Argyle’s Old Town area. While there has
been new residential development, the commercial viability of Old Town remains doubtful which will ultimately
result in a loss of prominence for area. Additionally, the lack of commercial destinations and historic building
stock in Old Town further diminishes its prominence as a destination in Argyle. Solutions to this issue include
improving the interface between the regional and local transportation systems to make it easier for both local
residents and regional visitors to access Old Town. A historic district should be created to give the area a distinct
classification and make Old Town eligible for preservation and maintenance funds. Finally, a variety of housing
types should be clustered in Old Town, along with complementary commercial uses, in order to create a new
Town Center in the area. Commercial development potential is limited to the ultimate development of the DEMA
tract to the north of Old Town and the currently vacant parcels which are south of Old Town. The Town will have
to very creative in order to create new commercial potential in Old Town or relegate the area to residential
redevelopment.
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PARKS AND TRAILS
Growth Pressures
As discussed in the Population and Economic Analysis section above, Argyle must market itself as amenable to
residential and commercial development to both attract the type of development it desires and continue to
provide a high quality of life for its residents. Parks and open space play a large role in the “marketability” and
image of the community, which will attract the retail and commercial activities to provide tax revenues for the
Town. Commercial developers are drawn to communities that provide a high level of service, as this appeals to
their own employees as well as to regional patrons that seek their services. The holistic appeal of the Town as a
destination for profitable and sustainable development is tied to the image of the community, a large part of
which is defined by its parks and public spaces. Parks and trails contribute to the appeal of a city as a destination
to live, shop, and work. Since Argyle will be relying on taxable income from visitors outside of the Town, the
attractors to the Town must be strong enough to distinguish the experience of Argyle from its surrounding
communities. Argyle’s rich rural aesthetic is primed to capitalize on this concept, and the Parks and Trails Plan is
integral to achieving these goals.
The main issue raised by these growth pressures is that the growing population will require park and open space
amenities. Argyle has only one designated park, and therefore relies on a variety of shared facilities with schools
and other institutions to serve its residents. Many residents also participate in recreational activities in other
cities, or travel to use parks in other areas. As the Town grows, however, there will be more bicyclists and joggers
on roadways and increased demand for appropriate venues within Argyle for these and other activities. A lack of
parks and open spaces also contributes to the lack of marketability to promote Argyle as a livable community. In
order to attract the home values and income ranges that Argyle desires, it will need to provide a level of service
that attracts those values. Another important factor is the desire to balance the rural aesthetic with growth. This
rural aesthetic is quintessential to the Argyle experience and is consistently evaluated through the park planning
process.
In order to meet the demand for park and open space amenities from increased population, Argyle will be faced
with the decision whether or not open space park system destinations and linkages that responds to the natural
and cultural systems of the Town. In part, this can be realized through a flexible vision that capitalizes on
partnerships with surrounding municipalities. This analysis will need to include policy determination regarding
trail systems.
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LAND USE PLAN AND THOROUGHFARE FRAMEWORK
For the 2017 Argyle Comprehensive Plan Update, a transect model is used to illustrate the land use districts and
their relationship to each other (Figure 1). The transect approach to land use planning can be thought of as a
spectrum of density and land uses, ranging from highest density around commercial nodes to lowest density in
the more rural zones of town. Beginning with the more dense commercial development in the west, each
sequential district in the transect steps down in density and intensity of development recommended. This
transition continues within each district and from district to district, changing the character of development
possible in a consistent manner that concludes with the protection of the rural environment so prized by Argyle’s
residents.
THE NATURE OF A LAND USE PLAN
Land use is significantly different than zoning. The Land Use Plan:
•
•
•
•
•

Anticipates and informs actions.
Views the consequences of actions on a larger scale and in futuristic terms.
Anticipates an ultimate condition so that present actions serve the desired end.
Provides flexibility for a town to respond to market conditions.
Is initiated by the town and its general public for the purpose of defining a vision.

All these components of a plan are missing from a zoning map. By virtue of what it does and how it is accumulated,
a zoning map (or a land use plan that functions as a zoning map):
•
•
•
•

Is a record of action (to be) taken.
Considers consequences immediately present and generally in close proximity to the site.
Is initiated by a particular interest for the purpose of maximizing things of value to that interest.
Seeks to lock down the future in the present without view to limitation.

The zoning map is the manifestation of how a city applies its zoning ordinance. It is required that such ordinances
be applied uniformly within jurisdictional boundaries. For this reason, unequal applications are prohibited under
State enabling legislation and such applications include contract zoning and generally any zoning that can be
proven capricious. A land use plan assures due deliberations in light of public policy as they regard an individual
zoning decision, and thereby uniform application is more certain. A zoning map by its reactionary nature provides
no such assurance, and zoning decisions that are not consistent with the neighboring zoning in place already
could be construed as arbitrary and capricious. This is a great challenge to zoning in areas where non-residential
and residential uses are mixed and in such cases, a city’s ability to change the status quo is more difficult.
In its relationship to zoning, a land use plan is intended to serve as a guide. The term guide means reference. A
land use plan’s status as a record of publicly derived vision allows it to be a point of reference in city council
deliberations regarding zoning. Zoning is the action performed by an elected Council and the land use plan is the
input provided by the citizenry of a city to facilitate the Council’s deliberative proceedings. If the land use plan is
written in zoning terminology, the Council will be limited in their current and future discretionary actions.
Therefore, it is important that the status of the land use plan as a guide be preserved by using terms/categories
that do not replicate the zoning map. For this reason, the Argyle Land Use Plan is built upon a description of
districts (e.g. the Village Center District) and broad land use terms that speak to both function and character.
It is important that interpretive applications of the land use plan reside with a city’s elected officials. This allows
the elected officials to perform discretionary functions and city staff to perform ministerial functions. The
distinction between discretionary and ministerial is important to the operations of a city, especially when it comes
to matters of development. If the zoning map is (in effect) the functional land use map, then city staff is called
upon to play two discretionary roles:
1. Make decisions regarding the lines of zoning change.
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2. Define future land use patterns.

As a result, use of the zoning map is influenced by this discretionary role and both the application of zoning as
well as the envisioning of land use is affected.
THE PLANNING FRAMEWORK: THE FOUNDATION OF THE PLAN
The Planning Framework is the template document upon which the Land Use Plan is built. It articulates elements
of form and structure that implement the intents of Argyle’s citizens. The Planning Framework also responds to
natural features present in Argyle, such as the ridgeline separating the east and west portions of the Town. The
Planning Framework establishes a simple structure of four nodal forms (two regional centers, a village center and
a town center). These nodal forms are linked by a “hubbing” circulation network that defines a Town- specific
circulation form (instead of the current “pass through” form) and creates a sense of place. This Town form is
connected to external destinations by approach corridors that announce and celebrate the particular
place/identity of Argyle. Within this physical matrix are transitional zones and low density residential zones that
comprise the largest portion of Argyle’s landscape. This simple structure brings to Argyle the elements of identity,
recognition, legibility, and Town.
THE LAND USE DISTRICTS
Within the Land Use Plan for Argyle, a constellation of Land Use Districts is arrayed. Because of existing
entitlements (associated with current zoning), each of the Land Use Districts is basically a “mixed use district.”
However, the range of permitted uses is consistent with (and reinforces) each district’s visual character and
desired development image. Therefore, commercially dominant districts along I-35W permit a broader range of
appropriate uses at greater densities, while the residentially dominant districts seek to preserve rural character
and views. The Argyle Land Use Plan is a design based allocation of potential entitlements to be negotiated to
achieve the greatest design benefits for the community.
Uses within each district are designed to attract both local and regional commercial activity while preserving the
rural views and lands important to Argyle’s heritage and character. Overall, the Land Use Districts and the Form
Based Standards described in the following section of this document provide a “cookbook” to guide development
in Argyle well into the future.
The Land Use Districts are comprised of both centers and corridors. The centers (Districts T-1: Rural Conservation
to Commercial PD) are sequential and (starting with most rural and lowest density) reflect increasing levels of
density, urban-ness, commercial dominance, and regional significance.
The centers of Argyle are:
T-1: Rural Conservation District
The Rural Conservation District allows low density single family homes on 10-acre lots, with some public
facilities.
T-2: Rural Residential District with Conservation Option
Rural Residential district land uses with single family homes located on 5-acre large lots. Some public facilities
may be present in this district.
T-3: The Low-Density Transition District
The Low-Density Transition district is primarily residential, with public facilities, schools, bed and breakfasts and
other non-commercial allowances. This district is a transition zone from commercial to rural residential uses.
T-3A: Low Density Railroad Transition
The Low-Density Railroad Transition district is exclusively residential, with open space and trail components
along the 377 Rail corridor. Open space and trails are crucial design features within this District which requires
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30% open space and connecting trails along the new north-south connector that connects Harpole to Old Justin
Rd. This area is already zoned.
T-4: The Village Center District
Village Center land uses are a mix of residential and commercial, with some public facilities. This medium
density, pedestrian oriented district will capture value from the intersection of FM 407 and US 377.
T-5: The Regional Center District
Regional Center land uses are primarily compact commercial, which provide significant tax revenue for Argyle.
This district is regionally oriented and energized by its location at the primary I-35W interchanges. The ridgeline
serves to physically separate this district from other center districts in Argyle. Some medium density residential
and public facilities are also present in this regionally focused, mixed use district.
Where the T5 district extends to the existing downtown, it is recommended that the Town create an overlay
district that will limit height standards to a compact form closer to the existing development.
Commercial PD
Commercial PD land uses are high intensity commercial characterized by large retail anchors with smaller in-fill
commercial, and ample parking to accommodate regionally generated traffic. No residential uses are permitted
within this district. The high density and multi-family uses have been removed from the 2009 Comp Plan.
In addition to center districts, the Argyle Comprehensive Plan Update also envisions corridor districts. The
corridors are important because they:
• Present the image of Argyle as it will be seen from the public domain.
• Reinforce the importance of nodal clusters.
• Preserve the rural quality of the landscape.
• Define entry to Argyle and give the Town a distinctive identity.
• Recognize current zoning entitlements but impose design guidance that will reinforce the Plan vision.
There are four corridor types in the Argyle Land Use Plan. Each of the corridors permit specific land use types.
The corridors of Argyle are:
C-1: Rural Parkway Corridor
The Rural Corridor has very low density single family houses, with some public facilities as well. This corridor is a
culturally important identifier for Argyle. The rural landscape and views are protected by significant setback
requirements.
C-2: Approach Corridor
The Approach Corridor district is primarily single family residential, with bed and breakfast as the only allowed
commercial user. This district provides a sense of arrival as an identity gateway for Argyle.
C-3: Centers Corridor
Centers Corridor land uses are primarily commercial, with complementary residential and public facilities also
present. This medium to low density district links the major commercial centers and features what will be the
highest density residential uses in the community going forward at 3-4 units per acre
C-4: Regional Corridor
Regional Corridor land uses are primarily commercial, which provide significant tax revenue to Argyle. This
medium density district is regionally oriented and energized by its location along the I-35W corridor. These
corridors are physically separated from other districts in Argyle by the ridgeline. Some residential and public
facilities are also present in these mixed-use corridors. These areas are for the most part already zoned (Harvest
and Avalon) and therefore changes via th3 2017 Comp Plan amendment are not applicable to future
development.
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The Land Use Plan consisting of centers and corridors acts to modulate and transition use and density throughout
Argyle. For example, uses along FM 407 peak around the interchange with I-35W in the T-5 and Commercial PD
centers, decrease in the C-2 corridor, rise again around the intersection with US 377 in the T-4 center, and then
diminish as FM 407 heads east through the T-3 center and the C-1 corridor. The transitions and changes along
the FM 407 corridor provide a series of experiences to the traveler that are engaging and evocative of a sense of
place.
THE THOROUGHFARE FRAMEWORK
The Thoroughfare Framework for Argyle reinforces the Land Use Plan by creating value and directing traffic
through Argyle’s Old Town and Village Center nodes in a logical network of local and sub-regional systems. The
Thoroughfare Framework is an extension of the findings from demographic and economic research. Argyle
currently loses potential value capture from transient vehicle traffic due to a lack of “destinations” and the sale
of primarily non-durable goods. Nondurable goods are products which have a very limited lifetime, such as a
gallon of milk or notebook paper. Durable goods, on the other hand, are products that a consumer can use for a
considerably longer amount of time and is willing to travel further distances to buy, such as a car or a refrigerator.
Durable goods will attract a regional consumer base, as opposed to the local base that supports non-durable
goods. A motorist passing through Argyle is not likely to stop for a gallon of milk unless he lives in the immediate
area.
As traffic volumes increase with the growing population of the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex, Argyle’s passthrough traffic will inevitably and unavoidably increase. Together, the Land Use Plan and Thoroughfare
Framework seek to create value by aggregating commercial activity at nodes, capture value by directing traffic
along a network of local and sub-regional connections to the existing regional system, and transfer that value
beyond the freeway.
The two primary concerns addressed by the Thoroughfare Framework are the need for a sub-regional system and
both safety and operational efficiency issues in the existing roadway system in Argyle.
The need for a Sub-Regional system
Regional traffic trends point toward more congestion as Argyle and the surrounding areas grow. Due to lack of
necessity in the past and Argyle’s identity as a rural community, roads apart from US 377 and FM 407 do not form
a cohesive system. Most traffic is concentrated on these roads because there are few alternate routes and rural
roads are forced to feed into US 377 and FM 407. In addition to the issue of congestion, there is no system in
place to support a destination commercial district and the traffic associated with it. The sub-regional and local
systems suggested in this Framework will serve the centers and corridors prescribed in the Land Use Plan and
make them accessible to local and regional residents. Additionally, cohesive sub-regional and local systems will
prevent the regional system from being overburdened. People must be able to get from the highway to the
commercial districts or from home to the commercial districts easily and efficiently to ensure the commercial
district’s success.
Without the sub-regional and local system, Argyle will suffer from increased congestion and stripped-out
commercial development along I-35W and US 377. The local thoroughfares work with the regional and subregional thoroughfares to service commercial and residential land uses. Argyle must implement a sub-regional
and local system to connect regional system nodes, lessen the burden on the regional roadways, and provide an
infrastructural framework that supports commercial land uses.
Existing Safety and Operational Issues
With a narrow right of way and small lots, desirable commercial development along the west side of US 377 is
unlikely. The railroad track’s adjacency to US 377 creates two major problems for Argyle. First, the worsening
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congestion along FM 407 creates a safety concern as vehicles could get trapped between idle traffic and be forced
to stop on the railroad tracks. Second, two of the four corners at the intersection of US 377 and FM 407 are not
suited for development due to size and shape limitations imposed by the railroad. The current approved
alignment for the reconstruction of US 377 will reduce this congestion to a point, but will not eliminate this
intersection from high congestion at peak traffic times.
The rural heritage of Argyle has led to a system of roads that is defined by lot line boundaries of large parcels of
land. Often times these lot lines create a zig-zag pattern as they traverse the landscape, making it difficult to reach
destinations easily and efficiently. As future bond packages are considered, Argyle should standardize and provide
regular alignments to former rural roads to give ease and efficiency to travel along the sub-regional and local
systems in order to relieve the current congestion at peak times and improve traffic flow and safety. Many of
these upgrades could prove to be challenging for the Town and will require planning for these future needs. As
Argyle grows, the Town should negotiate with future developers to resolve these thoroughfare issues within their
individual development plans.
In the future, TXDOT will likely upgrade thoroughfares in response to increased traffic volumes. These upgrades
will respect a community’s transportation vision if it is expressed in a plan. Argyle will need to seek resolution to
these issues with the assistance of TXDOT.
The Thoroughfare Framework outlines several areas of concern in Argyle. The Town should consider the creation
of a new Thoroughfare Plan to guide future thoroughfare planning and to ensure the success of the Land Use Plan
in this Comprehensive Plan Update.
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FORM BASED STANDARDS
UNDERSTANDING THE FORM BASED STANDARDS
The following section is an explanation of the format and informational structure of the Form Based Standards.
Each Use District is assigned a Floor Area Ratio (F.A.R.) for
commercial development within the district, which is a method
for controlling density. For example, with an F.A.R. of 1, a onestory building could cover its whole lot, and a four-story building
can cover a quarter of its lot, as illustrated to the left.
This is a visual glossary of the private frontages that will be
described for each Land Use District. This glossary provides clear
definitions and illustrations, and it can be used as a quick
reference to see which elements should be present in each
district. For example, in the Village Center District, Common
Lawns, Porches & Fences, Terraces, Forecourts, Stoops, and
Shopfronts & Awnings are permitted and Galleries and Arcades
are not permitted.

Each Land Use District and Corridor is described by both
Overview and Guideline (Private Realm and Public Realm)
pages.
Using the Village Center District as an example, the Overview
page relays basic information about the district, such as the
location in the Transect, and provides photographs to
illustrate the desired development and style of the District.
A narrative describing the District is included to provide
details of the character, function, and physical form of the
District.
The photographs are examples of existing developments
that are similar in style to what the Urban Design Standards
will create in the District. It is important to remember that
these are only examples and should be used to provide an
idea of the materials, design standards, and quality of the
Town Center District.
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At the top of the page is a key highlighting the Town Center
District and showing its location in the Transect as
compared to other districts. The overall scale, physical
form, and relationship to adjacent districts can be seen in
the Transect. A clear pattern of development and
transition through the Town of Argyle is illustrated by the
Transect.
The Private Realm page outlines the development
standards for private development such as building
setbacks, massing, and parking. These standards are
conveyed through illustrative site plans and detailed
charts regarding the treatment of buildings and lots.
The diagrams on the right side of the page detail the
Building Massing, Setbacks, and Parking standards for
private development with color coded zones and
descriptions.
On the left side of the page are multiple charts that show
Land Use Breakdown, Building Function, Building Massing,
Lot Occupation, Setbacks, and Private Frontages. In the
Town Center District, the Land Use Breakdown is a mix of
Commercial and Residential, with a variable amount of
Public Facilities. Each Commercial and Residential use is
categorized as Recommended or Suitable with
corresponding densities and Floor Area Ratios.
The Public Realm page outlines the development standards for
the public Right Of Way. These standards are conveyed
through cross sections and detailed charts regarding the
treatment of buildings and lots.
The cross sections on the right side of the page detail the
streetscape standards along the various roads within the
Town Center District.
On the left side of the page are multiple charts that
correspond to particular thoroughfares within the Town
Center District. Right Of Way, Pavement Widths, and Tree
Well standards are listed, as well as other design standards.
Right of Way (R.O.W.) refers to the publicly-owned space
occupied by streets, parking, pedestrian facilities, and public
infrastructure such as utilities. The Roadbed Zone (RZ)
includes the pavement and median width between the
outermost face of curb or shoulder or street parking edge.
The Street Parking Zone (SPZ) includes the pavement
between the edge of the Roadbed Zone and Pedestrian
Zone or outermost face of curb. The Pedestrian Zone (PZ)
includes the area between the face of curb or edge of Roadway/Street Parking Zone and the Building Zone.
The Building Zone (BZ) is the area between the edge of the Pedestrian Zone (building front setback line) and
rear setback line.
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UNDERSTANDING PRIVATE FRONTAGES
Common Yard: a planted frontage in
which the building facade is set back
significantly from the frontage line. The
common yard is unfenced and
uninterrupted through adjacent yards,
which creates a common landscape
area. Setbacks can provide a buffer from
higher speed traffic on thoroughfares.
Porch and Fence: a planted frontage in
which the building facade with an
attached porch is set back from the
frontage line. A fence along the frontage
line defines the edge of the streetscape.
Porches shall be a minimum of eight feet
deep.
Terrace or Lightwell: a frontage in which
the building facade is set back from the
frontage line by either an elevated
terrace or sunken lightwell. This
frontage buffers private residential uses
from urban sidewalks and public
encroachment.
Terraces can be converted to outdoor
cafes.
Forecourt: a frontage in which the
central portion of the building facade is
set back from the frontage line and the
side portions are close to the line. The
central forecourt can be used for vehicle
drop-offs. This frontage type should be
distributed together with other frontage
types. Trees growing within the
forecourt may overhang the sidewalk.
Stoop: a frontage in which the building
facade is near the frontage line, with the
first story elevated above the sidewalk to
provide privacy. Exterior stairs and a
landing are the usual entrance. The Stoop
is appropriate for ground floor residential
use.
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Shopfront: a frontage in which the
building facade is near the frontage line,
and the building entrance is at level
grade with the sidewalk. The Shopfront
is appropriate for retail use. Building
windows have significant glazing
adjacent to the sidewalk and an awning
covering the sidewalk to within two feet
of the curb.
Gallery: a frontage in which the building
facade is near the frontage line, with an
attached cantilever or lightweight
colonnade covering the sidewalk. The
Gallery is appropriate for retail use, and
should be a minimum of ten feet wide
and cover the sidewalk to within two
feet of the curb.
Arcade: a frontage in which a colonnade
providing habitable space overlaps the
sidewalk, and the building facade at
sidewalk level is at or behind the
frontage line. The Arcade is appropriate
for retail use, and should be a minimum
of 12 feet wide and cover the sidewalk
to within two feet of the curb.
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BUILDING HEIGHT
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TRANSECT CENTERS - OVERVIEW
T5 Regional Corridor land uses are primarily compact
commercial, which provide significant tax revenue for Argyle.
This district is regionally oriented and energized by its
location at the primary I-35W interchanges. Some higher
density residential and public facilities are also present in this
regionally focused, mixed use district.
T4 Village Center land uses are a mix of residential and
commercial, with some public facilities. This medium density,
pedestrian-oriented district will capture value from the
intersection of FM 407 and US 377.

T3 Low Density Transition district is primarily residential,
with, with some neighborhood commercial and public facility
uses. This district is a transition zone from commercial to
rural residential uses.

T3A Low Density Railroad Transition land uses in T3A are
residential with some public facilities. This low density
pedestrian oriented design requires connecting trails adjacent
to the railroad tracks and significant open space and
landscape buffering.
T2 Rural Residential district land used are single family
houses located on large lots. Some public facilities may be
present in this district.

T1 Rural or Conservation Residential districts have very low
density, single family houses, with some public facilities as
well. Conservation development, if used, cannot exceed
existing density requirements and is subject to the town
development review process.
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TRANSECT CENTERS

T5 - REGIONAL CENTER
COMMERCIAL PD
Specialty shopping boutiques are located in this urban destination, where a
diversity of uses and attractions are grouped within walking distance,
creating a unique blend of a regionally-oriented commercial district that is
built to a human scale. This district is a regional commercial destination,
positioned to capture the value associated with significant traffic volume on
I-35W. Medium to large box non-aggregated retail uses are envisioned, with
consumers drawn from Argyle and the wider surrounding region as well. A
wide variety of commercial types are present, and development intensity is
clustered at the important intersection of the district. Office uses and
lodging are distributed with the predominantly commercial uses, though
some higher-density residential uses are also present, and public facilities
may also be located here. The buildings have minimal setbacks and are built
to the sidewalk to create a pedestrian-oriented environment; the buildings
may be built to 8 stories, which would allow for office uses to share a
building footprint with retail commercial uses (no residential uses are
allowed in the Commercial PD use district). Along with a strong sense of
spatial enclosure provided by the minimal building setbacks, the streetscape
is defined by plantings of regularly-spaced trees and storefront awnings,
galleries, and arcades. As distance from the more intense intersections
increases, the building heights and densities transition to join with the
adjacent districts and corridors. Parking is located behind the stores and in
structured parking with Town-dictated facade designs.
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T4 – VILLAGE CENTER
The Village Center is located at the longtime principal crossroads of
the Town of Argyle, at US 377 ad FM 407, and is characterized by
walkabout, pedestrian-oriented commercial and residential
developments. The district is similar to the Town Center, but is less
dense and has a higher share of residential uses. Commercial offerings
are oriented to smaller scale, local or specialty retail, as in traditional
forms of central square shopping districts. The residential and
commercial uses are present, with some public facilities as well. The
building fabric consists of mixed-use buildings of three stories or less,
with a streetscape enlivened with ornamental trees planted at regular
intervals, and buildings that front onto the sidewalks. Residential uses
may be as dense as six dwelling units per acre in townhouse
developments, yet the district transitions outward into more of a
traditional single-family form as it approaches surrounding districts of
lesser density. A historic period style is encouraged for houses in this
district, with review by the Town for appropriate character and
location. Parking is available on the street, behind buildings, and in
structured parking with façade restrictions.
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T3 – LOW DENSITY TRANSITION
T3A – LOW-DENSITY RAILROAD TRANSITION
Transitions in a town with diverse built forms are essential to avoid
abrupt changes in visual and physical character between districts. The
Low-Density Transition district provides a zone in which uses and
densities evolve from higher density, commercially-oriented centers
in the Village Center to the low density residential character valued
by Argyle. This district has a traditional single-family residential
character, with some neighborhood commercial and public facilities
located here as well. Residential density is limited to minimum lot
sizes of 1 acre. Buildings throughout the district have 24-foot
setbacks and are limited to two and a half stories. Tree plantings also
transition, moving away from equally-spaced street trees to more
naturalistic swaths or groupings.
The unique area that comprises T3A lies west of the UP Rail Line. This
zone creates a transition from the active railroad track and US 377 to
the primarily rural residential uses to the west of Stonecrest Road.
This district is exclusively residential with public facility and park
allowances and connecting trail requirements that run along the
railroad ROW with heavy landscape buffering and 30% open space
required. Density for this district is predicated on a 1-acre minimum
lot size. Building setbacks and height limitations mirror the T3 district.
Tree plantings increase along the trail and railroad ROW in a manner
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that reflects natural swaths and groupings. New developments should provide appropriate buffers when
adjacent to T1 or T2 or existing 2.5 acres+ residential developments. New development should provide 50'
protection zones along either side of existing creeks, streams, and drainage channels. New developments
should be sensitive to existing topography and avoid removal of existing hillsides to accommodate new lots.
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T2 - RURAL RESIDENTIAL WITH CONSERVATION OPTION
The Rural Residential district embodies the rural heritage of the Town
of Argyle, encompassing open views of the ground plane and a singlefamily residential fabric. The district occupies higher ridgelines, which
are the visible landscape from adjacent roadways, and thus forms an
essential part of the visual identity of Argyle to residents and visitors
alike. Large lots of five acres are the norm, with buildings limited to
two stories in height. 95% of the district is residential, with some
public facilities also possible. Trees are planted in naturalistic
groupings, and streets have no curb or sidewalk in keeping with the
rural character. Large 100-foot setbacks are required in order to
preserve the open views and rural visual quality that characterize
Argyle. The T2 district transitions from slightly more dense single
family in the T3 district to the rural character that makes up the largest
portion of Argyle. Conservation zoning is allowed at the discretion of
the Town Council in applications that warrant significant open space
and tree preservation, but must still adhere to the overall unit per acre
limitation prescribed by zoning.
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T1 - RURAL OR CONSERVATION RESIDENTIAL
Argyle occupies a unique location, with land in the Cross Timbers
ecosystem in which higher ridgelines alternate with low-lying floodplain
zones. The T1 district protects the streambeds and floodplain zones which
are so important to the cultural and environmental identity of Argyle. This
district has large lots of five to ten acres, with traditionally rural singlefamily uses and conservation development allowed (subject to review). A
significant portion of the Town of Argyle is classified in this district, which
preserves open views of the rural landscape and land adjacent to
floodplains and waterways for the future. The T1 district is a strictly lowdensity residential area, with other uses restricted. Buildings are limited to
two stories, and densities vary from one dwelling unit per five acres to one
dwelling unit per ten acres, with variances for conservation development
which allow the clustering of homes on smaller lots, but which do not
increase the allowed T1 density.
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CORRIDORS – OVERVIEW
C4 Regional Corridor land uses are primarily
commercial, which provides significant tax
revenue to Argyle. This medium density district
is regionally oriented and energized by its
location along the I-35W corridor. Some
residential and public facilities are also present
in these mixed-use corridors.
C3 Centers Corridor land uses are primarily
commercial, with complementary residential
and public facilities also present. This medium
to low-density district links the major
commercial centers.

C2 Approach Corridor district is primarily single
unit residential, with some neighborhood
commercial and public facility uses. This district
provides a sense of arrival as an identity
gateway for Argyle.

C1 Rural Corridor has very low density single
family houses, with some public facilities as
well. This corridor is a culturally important
identifier for Argyle. The rural landscape and
views are protected by significant setback
requirements.
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CORRIDORS

C4 – REGIONAL CORRIDOR
A connection between the destination specialty retail located in the Regional
Centers is essential to stitch together an aggregation of diverse commercial
districts. The Regional Corridor is a commercially-focused zone that
connects the Regional Centers, and is oriented to capture value from the I35W corridor. Commercial uses account for 80% of the corridor, with some
residential and public facilities uses as well. Setbacks are more varied than
in the Regional Centers, and big box retail is present, with a maximum of 4
stories allowed for building heights. Street trees are planted in a regularlyspaced rhythm. Street parking, parking lots, and parking structures with
façade restrictions are located in the Regional Corridor.
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C3 – CENTERS CORRIDOR
The Centers Corridor connects the Village Center with the Regional Centers
on I-35W on the side of the freeway. The buildings in the Corridor address
the street in a pedestrian-friendly spatial arrangement, much like in the
Centers, it connects primarily commercial and residential uses. Residential
uses range in density from three to six dwelling units per acre, with a
maximum height of three stories; setbacks in the corridor range from two
to 24 feet. Street tree plantings are regularly spaced. Parking is available
on the street, behind stores, and in structured parking with façade
restrictions.
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C2 – APPROACH CORRIDOR
The built and rural environments provide a unique identity for Argyle, and
a physical threshold of entry into Town is essential. The Approach Corridor
is a zone that provides a sense of arrival to Argyle, with gateway features
placed at the transition into town. Low-density residential uses
predominate, with some small-scale commercial uses as well. The level of
density transitions further as the corridor approaches adjacent corridors
and districts, allowing for a smoother evolution of buildings and density.
Setbacks are at least 12 feet, and residential lots are primarily one acre in
area. Naturalistic groupings of trees are the norm, with wider views of the
rural landscape present along the roadsides. Parking is limited to on-street
parking and private drives.
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C1 – RURAL CORRIDOR
This corridor district exemplifies the very low density rural landscape that
is central to the cultural identity of the Town of Argyle. Ten acre lots and
200-foot setbacks allow for an open visual experience, in which
residential uses are spatially distributed in a traditionally rural manner.
The C1 Rural Corridor district provides a transition from the rural road
corridor to adjacent rural and rural/conservation districts, in which
residential uses also predominate in a manner consistent with the
heritage of the Town of Argyle.
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PARKS AND TRAILS PLAN
INVENTORY AND PUBLIC INPUT
A significant effort of public outreach and education was implemented during the 2009 Comp Plan preparation
including lengthy discussions and input on parks planning. Since the 2009 Comp Plan was approved, Argyle has
acquired one public park and has approved one public trail through Transect T3A, although that trail was moved
along the north south connector roadway and away from the railroad ROW. Argyle has no administrative staff
specifically dedicated to park, planning, acquisition, or operations. These roles will be determined as the town
continues to expand in population and as there are funds available. Meanwhile, it will be the responsibility of the
existing town administrators, development/planning/zoning committees, and economic development groups to
oversee implementation of the new parks and trails plan.
In an effort to build the parks vision for the community, the planning team endeavored to determine the public’s
goals by conducting an input survey in April and May 2008. In addition, a series of public (Town-wide) meetings
were conducted in February and April 2008; followed by a joint meeting of all elected and appointed officials and
citizens in August 2008 and the Planning and Zoning Commission Public Hearing January 6, 2009. As goals were
collected over the course of the survey and meetings, they were consistently referenced and re-referenced at the
public meetings. This repetition allowed for refining and confirmation process to be built in to the sequence, as
well as for the public to gain an understanding of the overall goals (and an opportunity to refute them), even if
they had missed a previous meeting or did not participate in the survey.
Citizens must continue to rely on other communities for programs such as sports leagues and recreational
opportunities as there are no plans for Argyle to expand services to provide sports leagues or facilities.
Open space preservation will continue to be a requirement for all development, but maintenance and construction
of park facilities will remain the responsibility of private developers and HOAs. Future Park plans depend on
additional commercial growth to provide new revenues to support future parks policy. The 2017 Comp Plan
Update did not include a Parks survey or public input, therefore the Objectives of the 2009 Comp Plan remain the
current policy intent of the Town Council, realizing that future parks will require future non- residential ad valorem
and sales tax to support.
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Between the assessment and the public survey, the parks plan depicts the following top community goals in the
following order of priority:
1. Preserve the rural ranch heritage of the Town.
2. Preserve the Cross Timbers Forest
3. Acquire appropriate properties and trail routes to build a system of open spaces for the community that meet

the other goals of the plan.

4. Provide active recreation opportunities.
5. Provide open space for public gatherings and civic events.
6. Provide parks that ensure the appropriate level of service will be met for a growing population in a timely

manner.
7. Provide a structure of trails that seeks opportunities to connect unique destinations and facilities.

Working with these goals in mind, and incorporating the assessments and concurrent land use plan, the parks plan
proposes the following initiatives associated with each goal:
1. Preserve the rural ranch heritage of the Town of Argyle.
a. Provide viewshed protection along rural roadways through public land acquisition and park access that
does not disrupt the ranch aesthetic.
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b. Build parks that contribute to the ranch aesthetic rather than contrast with it.
c. Provide “hybrid” parks that always incorporate a dedication of rural landscape aesthetic preservation

even while providing active recreational programming.
2. Preserve the Cross Timbers Forest.
a. Acquire park properties that can provide public access to the resource while preserving the integrity of
the natural system.
b. Provide “hybrid” parks that always incorporate a dedication of habitat and natural system preservation
even while providing active recreational programming.
3. Acquire appropriate properties and trail routes to build a system of open spaces for the community that meet
the other goals of the plan.
a. Use selection criteria to evaluate parcels as they become available
b. Write development ordinances that share trail development costs and park dedication fees with
developers in an appropriate manner.
c. Seek properties that provide a diversity of trail experience while providing key linkages between public
destinations.
d. Plan for future regional trail connections beyond the town boundaries (Veloweb, potential light rail, etc.)
4. Provide active recreation opportunities.
a. Seek shared use agreements with neighboring communities, schools, and other partners wherever
possible to provide access to sports leagues, youth programs, and other intensive recreation options.
Example facilities to build relationships with include swim centers, indoor recreation opportunities, and
the like.
b. Provide a system of “hybrid” parks that blend appropriate recreational opportunities into the natural
setting that provide the program while also preserving the resource.
5. Provide open space for public gatherings and civic events.
a. Capitalize upon opportunities that coincide with the land use plan to seek opportunities for public/ private
partnerships that provide community gathering spaces in areas that most support that use in the land use
plan, resulting in added value for both components (public and private).
6. Provide parks that ensure the appropriate level of service will be met for a growing population in a timely
manner.
a. Target park development milestones to coincide with population thresholds.
b. Provide recreation opportunities that respond to the needs of a growing and changing demographic.
c. Incorporate park funding structure into new development standards (dedication fees, land
acquisition/swap opportunities, and other means).
7. Provide a structure of trails that seeks opportunities to connect unique destinations and facilities.
a. Engage in negotiations to secure joint-use agreements with utility providers, railroads, TxDOT, and other
rights-of-way/easement owners, and developers to build trail connectivity into the town fabric.
b. Incorporate trails and/or bikeway linkage requirements into new development standards.
NEEDS ASSESSMENT
Due to the economic and development realities and the priorities of the Town as defined in the 2009
Comprehensive Plan, the park planning approach utilized a triangulated blend of assessing needs (demand,
standards, and resource based assessment). As stated before, the community is slated to change dramatically as
populations increase. Argyle is currently on the outer edge of the development horizon, but this will change
quickly. The parks plan must respond to this reality to plan for, and not react to, the important changing needs of
an expanding community.
When looking at demands based on population and standards, the town’s current lack of facilities puts it in a
scenario of land acquisition just to meet the needs of the current population. Some facilities will have to be shared
with other communities to meet the demand. The plan does, however, outline aggressive target land acreages for
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acquisition as soon as possible, setting parameters to accommodate the growing demand. The design team then
augmented these base standards by overlaying an evaluation of the endemic resources available within the town
(seeking to match suitable property characteristics with park types that match the public goals).
The current population level will not sustain the investment of expensive facilities such as swim centers, indoor
recreation facilities, tournament level ball complexes, and the like. This is consistent with the findings of the survey
as these elements were not ranked the highest priority by the public. Nor will it support ongoing operations – it
will be cost prohibitive. Future populations, however, will provide larger operating budgets by which to support
park development, but certainly only the level consistent with that population. It is more realistic and appropriate
for the Town to concentrate on preserving its natural habitat as a resource it can share with other communities
while hoping to build relationships for its own citizens to use more intensive facilities in other communities.
Furthering this effort, a hybrid park approach is proposed that incorporates preservation into each recreation
program that is developed within the city.
This blended balance of demand, resource, standards, and carrying capacity (both economic reality and land
preservation) established a firm foundation for the parks and linkage plan. This approach is an appropriate method
of park needs assessment and vision that directly responds to the public survey findings and positions the town
to accomplish its development goals. The fact that the parks plan is directly tied with the land use strategy is one
that strengthens both facets of future development and builds in a means for implementation.
PARKS & OPEN SPACE TRANSECT/TYPOLOGIES CONCEPT
The elements of a successful Town-wide parks and open space plan consist of a wide array of active and passive
recreational experiences for citizens of all ages. It is the distribution, placement, and programming of these spaces
that create the vibrant park experience that are community defining elements. This plan seeks to not only
determine the quantity of facilities; but, more importantly, to describe a manner in which these are integrated
into the fabric of the community (again, directly tied to the Land Use Plan). The system should be a legible
experience that reads through the diversity of park facilities.
The plan is rooted in a system of “Recreation”, “Preservation”, and “Hybrid” parks. Each type allows for a different
balance of nature preservation and active recreation while providing various amenities and recreational
opportunities. This “transect” of park intensity provides a variety of experiences that respond to Argyle’s goals.
Critical to this approach is the designation of Rural Ranch and Greenway/Floodplain “viewshed” open spaces that
are to be preserved to retain the continuity of Argyle’s heritage.
The Park Type/Land Use Distribution transect illustrates which park types are appropriate in which land use
districts. For example, true nature preserves occur in the Approach Corridor, Rural Corridor, Rural, and
Rural/Conservation districts and not in the middle of the Regional Center district. Likewise, urban parks and public
gathering spaces are not appropriate in the rural areas, but are reserved for the Village Center and Regional Center
districts, among others. In general, more developed parks are associated with denser land uses, thereby creating
value and providing amenities for more functions, more events, and less pure preservation. More natural parks,
likewise, are associated with more of the Cross Timbers and lower density designations.
The transect concept also identifies how each of these park types impact the preservation goals requested by
residents of Argyle. But they also integrate these service requirements with the Land Use Plan. The open space
typologies that occur along this “transect” are all tied to the Argyle landscape itself, which is the primary
experience that the Plan endeavors to preserve and enhance. The correspondence between land use and park
type ensures appropriate locations and balance of activities. The three park types are further defined in the
Concept Plan described in the following pages. Any referenced maps may be located in the Appendix.
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PARKS AND TRAILS CONCEPT PLAN
Open Space System
The appropriateness of various park types is directly tied to the proposed land use districts outlined in the Land
Use Plan. The Plan identifies the geographic areas of Town within which each park type may be developed. The
park typologies are further refined by specifying which types of trails, facilities, infrastructure, and programs are
appropriate within each park type, and therefore within each land use district. This fully integrates the
compatibility of open space with land use. The matrix of this organization system best illustrates the concept by
cross referencing each of these criteria.
The transect of uses states the vision and goals to be accommodated within each area. Each site should be
evaluated on a site-by-site basis to influence the final appropriateness of the general objectives for each.
Architectural and site design guidelines should be developed to ensure continuity across the Town-wide park
system.
The Parks Plan depicts the location of park types within the system, rather than specific tracts. This grants Argyle
the flexibility to explore various options as parcels come available.
Connectivity
The connectivity concept for Argyle is integrated with the Thoroughfare Framework and capitalizes upon the
diversity of experiences available within the Town. Trail connectivity is achieved by a system of on-road bike
routes, pedestrian trail loops, and other trail improvements. Trail and bike route users may traverse through the
different districts of Argyle, and are also afforded easy connections to the trail systems of neighboring
communities, including Lantana to the east and Denton to the north. Where rural bike routes enjoy the ranch
environment, village trails in developed districts take on a different character. Meanwhile, Town-wide trail routes
connect all of the others within the hierarchy. The different trail types consciously strive to provide different
experiences of Argyle that capitalize upon all aspects of the Town’s heritage. The network of trails and bike routes
offer a variety of scale and loop options for a diversity of user groups.
The circulation concept capitalizes upon existing rights-of-way while also granting the Town the flexibility to build
upon land acquisition opportunities as they may become available. It is a flexible and strategic tool that the Town
can use to evaluate options. The design team avoided depicting an exact alignment on the Parks and Trails Plan in
order to preserve flexibility in implementation as Argyle evolves. The goal is to show different zones that are
appropriate for different uses and trail types that can respond to market conditions.
The connectivity plan capitalizes upon five distinct trail typologies:
• Veloweb / Regional Hike & Bike trail – These primary north-south trails parallel the railroad line and the overhead

power corridor. Concrete and fourteen feet wide, these trails are commuter and recreation routes that easily
accommodate joggers, walkers, and cyclists. They also funnel citizens to the Regional Center, Village Center, and
other dense commercial districts. Right-of-way and trail dedication acquisition with new development along
these routes should be required (via ordinance) in order for the Town to acquire the property to build these
important routes. Negotiations with the railroad and utility company must be held to allow for construction.
• Bike Route – These routes capitalize upon existing and new road shoulders and should be designed and prepared
to meet AASHTO and other safety standards. Bike Routes are primarily located on the east side of Town and
traverse the ranch and Cross Timbers zones.
• City Trail – These concrete trails may vary in width and are focused as pedestrian connectors to commercial
centers, primarily on the west side of Town. Specific guidelines should be written for these trails that integrate
them into the aesthetic of the developments they traverse.
• Transitional – these flexible routes respond to market demands, but provide access via bike routes or trails
depending on how the Town continues to develop. They effectively “transition” between the more rural to the
more developed districts. This Plan suggests that the Town strongly consider trails (rather than routes) wherever
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appropriate in order to provide safe passage for bikes and pedestrians through these denser and more active
commercial and mixed-use zones.
• Nature Trails – Situated in creek corridors and within nature preserve tracts, these soft surface trails are geared
to casual hikers and walkers who want to enjoy the natural environment.
Right-of-way and easement acquisition for trail routes should be written into the development codes so that
developers share the burden and the benefit from trail and open space development. Setbacks and dimensions
for trail additions correspond with the cross sections shown in the Urban Design Guidelines in this Plan.
Dimensions, however, must also respond to the thematic image of the particular routes. For example, the Plan
calls for a bike route along FM 407 (east of US 377), rather than a separate trail, in order to preserve the rural
aesthetic of that roadway. A separate ribbon of concrete would feel too suburban on this thematic ranch highway
and detract from the viewshed qualities of this road. US 377, however, should incorporate a dedicated trail as this
north/south route is the regional Veloweb connection to other cities. The Veloweb route is along the east side of
the existing railroad. This important trail segment is also a critical component of the experience and legibility of
the Town as it directly crosses through the active Village Center District. Setbacks on other roadway types should
provide access where shown (figure reference) in a manner that preserves the desired rural character of Argyle.
These distinguishing characteristics among trail types utility companies are achieved. The Plan is flexible to allow
for different areas and different conditions to accommodate different trail types. provide for a variety of user
experiences, each of which is unique to Argyle. The Town is experienced through its trails just as it is through its
fabric of development. The transects of land use, open space, and connectivity are seamlessly integrated and each
relates with the other – Trails are a key component of the streetscape. Widths and alignments need to be
coordinated with the overall streetscape character of each of these road types. Connections must be properly
planned at the early site planning stages to allow proper connections between the centers.
Trail guidelines should be developed that establish design criteria for materials, furnishings, street crossings,
bridges, signage, and other trail amenities. A storyline should be established for each trail segment that
“personalizes” it to contribute to the interpretive experience and uniqueness of Argyle.
Based on the Opportunities and Constraints Analysis, the Cross Timbers line is an important identifier in the
community. The connectivity plan builds upon this concept as lower development routes (bike routes and nature
trails) are primarily situated on the east side of town, while more active trails are congregated on the west side of
the Cross Timbers. Again, the Town and regional trail designations are primarily associated with denser
developments and new development zones west of the cross timbers, rather than through the rural ranch zone.
It is important for the engineering and traffic department to cross check the connectivity plan as different roads
come up for reconstruction and Argyle’s Thoroughfare Plan is realized. Trail crossings should be planned for and
appropriate drainage structures designed to allow for a “bench” under the crossing for the trail to go under the
road. A missed opportunity in construction of such a structure will lead to a blocked trail connection or result in
an at-grade solution, which is not as safe or aesthetic. Critical dimensions (head clearances, turning radii, etc.) for
pedestrians and bikers must be ensured and planned for in advance. Creating a bench for a trail under a bridge
doesn’t work if it only provides four feet of vertical clearance, for example.
Utility corridors should also be utilized whenever appropriate to facilitate connectivity. Either overhead high lines
(such as the one on the west side of Town) or underground pipeline rights-of-way are suitable for trail
development when the proper negotiations with utility companies are achieved. The Plan is flexible to allow for
different areas and different conditions to accommodate different trail types.
Trail guidelines should be developed that establish design criteria for materials, furnishings, street crossings,
bridges, signage, and other trail amenities. A storyline should be established for each trail segment that
“personalizes” it to contribute to the interpretive experience and uniqueness of Argyle.
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PARKS & OPEN SPACE DISTRIBUTION PLAN/PARK SELECTION CRITERIA
The open space plan identifies several options associated with how to achieve this vision. The goal is flexibility for
the Town to react to a fluid real estate market as particular tracts become available. One option would be to create
one 150-acre park in the central part of the Town with a three-mile service radius. A second option would be to
provide three 50-acre park sites, each more directly serving a subset of the community and a ½ mile service radius.
Each of these would complement the other parks in the Town, but not duplicate amenities. Additionally, four
target zones are identified as having a series of one to two-acre parks that are integrated with the more dense
land uses. The Plan specifically steers away from scattering numerous five-acre parks around Town as this
becomes a maintenance and operational burden for a small departmental staff.
Important to remember is the viewshed category of open space type. These open spaces will be highly visible
within the fabric of the Town in order to preserve the experience. The Plan will, however, provide both visual and
physical access to open space as appropriate in each land use district. For example, simply visually preserving the
creek corridors ensures that all areas of the Town are within ½ mile of preserved open space. Flood plain adjacency
is targeted for some neighborhood parks and trail connections in order to achieve the hybrid goals.
The “hybrid” parks promote the distribution of multiple users in the same park. The ability of aggregate uses also
lessens maintenance burdens. A balanced approach distributes access to different types of experiences
throughout the Town, where all of the sports fields don’t end up on one end of Town and all of the nature on the
other.
As different parcels are available for consideration, the Town should make a concerted effort to acquire properties
with different characteristics within the framework of each transect. This will ensure a variety of experiences and
further the duality of the Town – including the experience of both the Cross Timbers and the prairie landscape.
Naturally, some of these sites lend themselves to different types of activities, but Argyle should carefully keep
track of these differences to ensure a balanced system that is rich in diversity. Rather than simply acquiring
leftover floodplain in small tracts, the Town should look for flexible and diverse opportunities. Likewise, the Town
should strive to ensure that the Cross Timbers and creeks function as a system and not a patchwork of
disconnected small parcels.
Other opportunities exist that create added value to the open space system. For example, landform is a critical
determinant in site selection. Rugged terrain is not suitable for ballfield development and an open field isn’t
necessarily the most interesting trail experience. Argyle should identify sites that require the minimum
approaches reinforce and support the identity of districts and experiences while building value for both parties.
Proximity to schools would be an asset to most types of parks. Public plazas that exist in support of other civic
spaces or destinations create added value for the Town, residents, and developers. The park transect mirrors the
transitions of land use. The correlation of appropriateness is an attractor that the Town and developers alike may
seek joint use agreements and partnerships to develop. These approaches reinforce and support the identity of
districts and experiences while building value for both parties.
The overlay to all of this park development is the viewshed component. Without the preservation of these
viewsheds, all of the other planning instruments and agenda herein will miss the real opportunity to preserve the
integrity of the Town of Argyle. The viewshed and open ranch aesthetic is critical to the Plan’s success and is a
legacy for which future generations will be thankful for years to come.
CONNECTIVITY, FACILITIES, INFRASTRUCTURE, AND PROGRAMS MATRIX (CFIP): IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
The Plan proposes a level of service that matches the commonly accepted ratios between population and
recreational amenities. It also takes into account targeted preservation goals that are critical to ensure that the
experiential qualities of Argyle are maintained even as development increases. The specific suggested acreages
are organized in a series of charts that will be a basis for acquisition and development guideline agenda.
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The resulting vision is an incremental strategy that responds to the public’s concerns while providing for the future
needs of the community. It is a customized approach that preserves the integrity of the town’s character, balanced
with a progressive land use ethic. Tied to the Land Use Plan, implementation will be partially driven by market
influences as development continues within Argyle. Land development will trigger park development and will
accommodate market fluctuations. The Town can negotiate while monitoring the final quantity requirements to
complete the vision.
The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department (TPWD) assists many small communities in park development and nature
conservation through a grant program, for which the Town of Argyle has capitalized upon with it’s one approved
park. The strategy outlined herein for the parks, open space, and trails should strengthen the opportunities for
grant writing success. The clear goals of this plan invest in ecological diversity, habitat preservation, public access,
and linkages between definitive destinations – important scoring criteria for the TPWD grant programs.
IMPLEMENTATION PRIORITIES
The Argyle Parks and Trails Plan proposes implementation initiatives to accomplish each of the top public goals.
Since the town owns very little park land, this is by far the most important initiative. Upon acquisition of parcels,
an early effort in park development excellence will lay a strong standard of expectations for future construction.
Argyle is unique in the current constellation of land owners consist of primarily large rural tracts, many of which
hold active ranch related operations. This demographic will change over time, however, and the town must
embrace its heritage while planning for the future needs of its citizens. Success in this development atmosphere
and along this timeline hinges on the fact that the town must be flexible to react as tracts become available. This
includes having a fund of monies available for land acquisition to be able to respond quickly when opportunities
arise. Strategic needs are as follows, in priority order:
1. Park Land Acquisition & Preservation
a. Preservation of creek corridors and Cross Timbers habitat (identified on the parks plan graphic as

“Preservation Park” areas. (5-10 year goal)

b. Acquisition of land in sections A, B, C, & D on the parks plan (civic open space / gathering / cultural

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

opportunities) based on development trend opportunities (timeline is market-driven pending land
availability)
c. Acquisition of (1) or (3) sites (depending on market conditions as opportunities present themselves) to
serve the active recreation needs of the community (timeline is market-driven)
Develop active and passive trail opportunities.
Develop a flexible arena that can host equine events.
Develop multi-use sports fields (baseball, softball, soccer)
Develop playgrounds / spraygrounds to serve newly developed parts of the community.
Provide opportunities for outdoor environmental education, birding, etc. via passive nature trials and other
recreational programs.
Provide tennis courts and sports facilities only after revenues support construction and maintenance.

Additionally, since there is only one park in the town, and no dedicated staff, there are several logistical goals for
the town to accomplish that will further the park development within the community.
City Operational and Logistic Goals
As revenues are available:
1. Establish a parks department and staff to provide service to the community and conduct the park acquisition
and development process.
2. Adopt a formal new thoroughfare and streetscape plan that incorporates the trail connectivity elements
formally into development requirements.
3. Raise funds for park acquisition, development, and operations
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4. Ongoing preparation of town-wide development standards will feed to trail and park acquisition

opportunities.

Note: in order for Argyle to be eligible for grants from Texas Parks & Wildlife (under current guidelines), the town
Parks Plan priorities and other information must be updated every five years, and entirely re-done every ten years.
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GLOSSARY

NOTE: All land use allowances will be defined in the Zoning Ordinance and removed from the Comp Plan as the
Zoning Ordinances are modified to reflect Council direction. The following will be utilized only until those
changes have been completed.
Residential
Single Family Residence: Premise for dwelling that consists of a freestanding structure for occupancy by one family
and having no physical connection with a building located on any other lot or tract.
Community Residence: Premise for dwelling where not more than six persons who are disabled as specified by
Subchapter 123.002 of the State of Texas Human Resources Code are provided room and board, as well as
supervised care and rehabilitation by not more than two persons as licensed by the Texas Department of Mental
Health and Mental Retardation.
Manufactured Housing: Any one of three types of prefabricated housing products for dwelling, which are typically
manufactured/assembled at a location other than the end user’s permanent site, and which are regulated by the
Texas Manufactured Housing Standards Act. Three such products are included: mobile homes; HUD-code
manufactured homes; and industrialized homes.
Two-Family Residence (Duplex): Premise for dwelling that consists of two attached dwellings in one structure,
each designed to be occupied by one family.
Single-Family Attached (Townhouse): Premise for dwelling that is attached to another dwelling at one or more
sides by a party (i.e. shared) wall, each of which is designed for occupancy by one family. The attached dwellings
are in one structure, which is located on a separate lot delineated by front, side, and rear lot lines.
Multi-Family Housing (Apartments): Premise for dwelling consisting of more than four dwelling units on a single
lot designed to be occupied by more than four families living independently of on another, excluding hotels and
motels.
Home Office: Non-retail commercial enterprise located within a residence. The work quarters should be located
either within the house or in an outbuilding, on the same lot as the dwelling unit. This use category includes Home
Occupations that are carried on in the residence by a member of the occupant’s family and do not involve signage,
structural alterations to buildings, open storage, or any nuisance to neighboring properties.
Live-Work (Lofts): Mixed use structure consisting of both a commercial and a residential function. The commercial
unit may be anywhere in the unit and is intended to be occupied by a business operator who lives in the same
structure.
Historic Period Residence: Premise for dwelling that was built in the time period from the 1890s to the 1930s and
retains the characteristics of this time period, or dwelling constructed with similar architectural styles and lot
orientation as those from this time period. These dwelling units should be limited primarily to single-family
detached structures.
Group Quarters: Premise for dwelling consisting of a structure where multiple, unrelated persons live. Examples
include: college residence halls, residential treatment centers, nursing facilities, etc.
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Accessory Dwelling: Premise for dwelling that is subordinate to the primary dwelling structure on the property lot
and is not used for any commercial purpose or rented.
Lodging
Bed & Breakfast: Premise for dwelling occupied as a permanent residence by an owner or renter, which serves
breakfast and provides or offers sleeping accommodations in not more than five rooms for transient guests for
compensation, generally for not more than a period of seven days.
Inn: Premise for dwelling occupied as a permanent residence by an owner or renter, which serves breakfast and
provides or offers sleeping accommodations in six or more rooms for transient guests for compensation, generally
for not more than a period of seven days.
Hotel/Motel: Facility offering temporary lodging accommodations or guest rooms on a daily rate to the general
public and providing additional services, such as restaurants, meeting rooms, housekeeping service, and
recreation facilities. A guest room shall be defined as a room designed for the overnight lodging of hotel guests
for an established rate or fee.
Office
Service Office: Room or group of rooms used for the provision of services. Typical uses include: real estate,
insurance, property management, investment, legal, personnel, travel, secretarial, etc.
Commercial Office: Room or group of rooms used for the provision and administration of businesses and
professional offices. Typical uses include: offices of private firms, corporations, organizations, associations, etc.
Office Building: Structure containing one or more service and/or commercial offices.
Commercial
Auto Related (parts): Commercial premise with automobile accessories and parts available for retail sale.
Entertainment Establishment: Commercial premise that provides leisure activities for retail sale. Typical uses
include: movie theaters, bowling alleys, sports arenas, etc.
Entertainment Establishment (adult): Commercial premise that provides adult activities for retail sale. Typical uses
include: adult bookstores, adult video stores, adult cabarets, adult motels, adult theaters, etc.
Food Service Establishment (drive through): Commercial premise that prepares food for retail sale in a setting
where food is ordered from a drive through window or a walk up counter and which may or may not have a dining
area on the premise.
Food Service Establishment (sit down): Commercial premise that prepares food for retail sale in a setting where
food is ordered and either carried out or consumed at a table on the premise.
Alcohol Service Establishment: Commercial premise that serves alcoholic beverages for retail sale and
consumption on the premise.
Service Commercial: Premise that provides service-oriented retail sales designed to cater to community residents.
Typical uses include: banks, drycleaners, car washes, storage facilities, etc.
General Commercial: Premise that provides general retail sales for both community residents as well as nonresidents. Typical uses include: convenience stores, hardware stores, grocery stores, gas stations, etc.
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Retail (merchandise): Premise that provides merchandise for retail sale and that is oriented to high value capture.
Typical uses include: bookstores, clothing stores, specialty shops, furniture stores, etc.
Open Air Retail: Premise that provides merchandise for retail sale in an outdoor setting. Typical uses include:
garden shops, farm supply stores, etc. Open air sales for other retail establishments must be seasonal and shortterm only. This use category does not include outdoor seating for restaurants or cafes.
Place of Assembly: Premise that provides privately owned building(s) and/or facilities for use by community
members for gatherings and meetings. Typical uses include: cafes, convention centers, receptions rooms, etc.
This use category does not include libraries (Community Facility use), town halls (Government Facility use),
schools (Educational use), or churches (Religious Facility use), as they are included in other categories.
Recreational Establishment: Commercial premise that provides facilities for sports and recreational activities for
retail sale. Typical uses include: health club, ice skating rink, martial arts club, racquetball/handball club, tennis
club, swimming pool, aerobics studio, golf course, driving range, etc.
Mixed-Use: Provision of more than one function (including residential, office, commercial, civic, institutional, etc.)
in the same building, in multiple adjacent buildings, or in the same area.
Commercial/Private Livestock: Building, site, or yard for the display and sale of livestock for retail, wholesale, or
private sales, for the personal use of the owner’s livestock, and for the boarding of livestock. The minimum lot
size for personal livestock areas/ quarters is 2.5 acres and no more than one animal is allowed for each acre of
available grazing land.
Agricultural: Premise that provides the retail sale of agricultural tools, supplies, and implements.
Civic
Community Facility: Premise providing government-owned building(s) and/or facilities for use by community
members for social, educational, recreational, and/ or cultural activities. Typical uses include: libraries, museums,
theaters, recreation centers, etc.
Recreational Facility: Premise providing government-owned building(s) and/or facilities for use by community
members for recreational activities. Typical uses include: parks, recreation centers, municipal golf courses, etc.
Government Facility: Premise providing building(s) and/or facilities for governmental activities. Typical uses
include: town/city halls, municipal office buildings, court buildings, etc.
Cultural Facility: Premise providing building(s) and/ or facilities for use by community members for cultural
activities. Typical uses include: museums, theaters, etc.
Conservation Area: A Conservation Area is an area depicted on a PD Concept Plan accompanying a zoning case
within the T1 or T2 transects wherein natural vegetation and topography are protected from development. No
structures or paving of any kind may be erected in a Conservation Area. Trails comprised of natural materials
are allowed as long as the native, natural features of the area remain undisturbed. The approval of a
Conservation area may not increase the overall density allowed on the property according to the
Comprehensive Plan of the Town.
Municipal Support
Community Support Facility: Premise containing building(s) and/or facilities that provide municipal services for
the community. Typical uses include: recycling centers, landfills, carpool park and ride areas, etc.
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Infrastructure & Utilities: Premise containing building(s) and/or facilities for the provision of infrastructure and
utility services. Typical uses include: water treatment plants, water storage tanks, stormwater management
facilities, electrical substations, etc.
Major Facility: Premise providing building(s) and/ or facilities for general and/or large-scale municipal support
services. Typical uses include: bus storage, city vehicle repair, railroad switchyards, etc.
Public Parking: Premise containing building(s) and/or facilities for the provision of public parking. Typical uses
include: on-street parking, surface parking lots, structured parking buildings, etc.
Transit Facilities: Premise containing building(s) and/ or facilities for the provision of transit services. Typical uses
include: bus stations, rail stations, rail yards, etc.
Rescue Mission: Premise containing building(s) and/or facilities for the provision of investigative and rescue
missions. Typical uses include: search and rescue teams, water surface and dive rescue teams, etc.
Educational
Childcare: Premise containing building(s) and/or facilities for the provision of childcare and education services.
Childcare may be provided in a family home as long as the number of children provided care does not exceed 12
at any given time and no room or board is provided.
College/University: Premise containing an academic institution of higher learning, accredited or recognized by the
State and covering a program or series of programs of academic study.
Elementary School: Premise containing an academic institution dedicated to providing elementary school level
educational services.
Learning Center: Premise containing building(s) and/ or facilities for the provision of specialized educational
services.
Middle/High School: Premise containing an academic institution dedicated to providing middle and/or high school
level educational services.
Pre-School: Premise containing building(s) and/or facilities for the provision of pre-school educational services.
Special Training/Vocational: Premise containing building(s) and/or facilities for the provision of special training
and/or vocational services.
Industrial
Auto Related (Sales/Repair): Premise containing building(s) and/or facilities for the provision of automobile sales
and repair services. Typical uses include: car dealerships, service centers, automobile detailing services, etc.
Manufacturing & Processing: Premise containing building(s) and/or facilities for industrial manufacturing and
processing. Typical uses include: lumberyards, machinery shops, processing plants, etc.
Products & Service: Premise containing building(s) and/ or facilities for the provision of industrial products and
services. Typical uses include: construction contractors, landscaping companies, etc.
Warehousing/Distribution Facility: Premise containing building(s) and/or facilities for the storage of goods, wares,
merchandise, substances, or articles. May include facilities for wholesale or retail commercial outlet and offices
for administration/management functions related to the warehousing operation.
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Institutional
Religious Facility: Premise providing building(s) and/ or facilities for use by religious organizations. Typical uses
include: churches, synagogues, mosques, etc. The location of religious institutions on their own may not be
restricted, but sites that include secondary uses such as schools or community services may be restricted due to
their potential to generate traffic and other external impacts.
Medical Complex: Premise containing buildings and/ or facilities for the provision of medical treatment and
services. Typical uses include: clinics, out-patient services, hospitals, etc.
Medical Office: Premise providing building(s) and/or facilities for use by medical service providers. Typical uses
include: offices of doctors, dentists, optometrists, dermatologists, veterinarian clinics, etc.
Fraternal Facility: Premise providing building(s) and/ or facilities for use by fraternal organizations. Typical uses
include: VFW halls, Masonic halls, Lions clubs, etc.
Research Facility: Premise containing building(s) and/ or facilities for the provision of research services. Typical
uses include: research and development facilities, etc.
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